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Designing Persuasive Journeys 
Long Agenda Slide

Who is the 
audience?

How do 
they 

behave?

Why do 
they behave 

that way? 

How can 
the brand 
respond? 
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What is the 
underlying need that 
your product or 
service is addressing? 

Who has that need? 

Who is the audience?  

NEED
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How to determine “who is the audience?” 

Good: Understand current customers

Better: Understand market

Best: Understand winnable market

Who to target

Customer data
Market research

Trends in customer data
Prospect data
Digital signals
Market research

Customer & Prospect data
Market research
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B2B Example – Tablet Purchasers

MARKET CUSTOMER BASE

Financial Education Retail  Financial Education Retail  

WINNABLE 

Financial Education Retail  

CRM 
INSIGHTS

Past purchasers of tablets tend 
to be financial institutions   

Educational institutions and retail 
have a growing demand for tablets

Primary schools in certain districts 
with higher funding levels
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How, where, how 
frequently they shop

What they buy, how often, 
when, for how much

How, where, when they 
learn of new products and 
services 

How do they behave?
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How to understand “how does the audience behave?” 

Good: Understand touch point

Better: Understand journey

Best: Understand different journeys

e.g., 
Campaign analysis
Landing page analysis
Email response

Event analysis
Journey analytics

Segmentation on behaviors
Which paths are working for whom?

When and where to engage
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Example – Sankey Diagram

EM Lead 
Nurture

Non-
Buyers

Multiple 
Buyer 
Paths
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Why do they behave that way? 

ABSTRACT
Slow & Intensive

INSTINCTIVE
Immediate & Decisive

95% of 
decisions are 
instinctive

Most 
marketing is 

rational

Achievement

Smart 
Decision

Sense of 
Duty

Premium Car

Affordable 
Car

Reliable 
Car
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How to Uncover “why do they behave that way?” – B2B tablet

Good: Develop hypotheses to test

Better: Motivational research / analysis

Best: Motivational segmentation

Do buyers in education 
look for affordable 
durability? 

Risk prevention comes 
from reliability, service 
plans, implementation 
support

Aspirational and preventative 
motivations exist among buyers

How to persuade
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Samsung Example

Achievement  |  Recognition  |  Legacy Preserving  |  Stability  |  Peace of Mind
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How can the brand respond?
Managed Moments vs. Accidental Moments: 

A personalized moment is a singular point in time that 
the consumer is engaging with the most resonant 

possible treatment via a channel or media. 

The planning, delivering, and optimization of these 
moments across the customer relationship is referred 

to as “managed moments.”
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How can the brand respond? 

Good: Design one journey

Better: Design multiple journeys

Best: Personalization

Design a solid journey 
that resonates with 
the largest audience 
population

Design multiple paths –
individuals are assigned 
one path Plan for experience components, 

but allow automated 
orchestration to define treatment 

Offer, creative, message at each touch 
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Example

Awareness Phase /
Simple

Value (High)

Need

(Mobile) 

Lifecycle Stage (Awareness)

Motivation
(Aspirational)

Introducing cutting edge 

innovation to give your 

business a competitive edge 

…seamless connectivity that 
will mobilize your workforce. 

[Join at the mobility event of the year]
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Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I 

will spend the first four sharpening the axe.

- Abraham Lincoln
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Who is the audience? 

How do they behave?

Why do they behave that way? 

So…start with the audience! Content Slide
Single Line Title
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Thank You
Leah van Zelm 

VP, Strategy & Planning

lvanzelm@merkleinc.com 


